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Abstract— This article attempts to showcase the wireless 

network of VLC, OCC, Li-Fi technology to transmit data 

through intensity modulation to produce reliable signal 

detection in presence of external light sources such as 

sunlight.it uses special equipment like optical and color filter 

to filter the data and reduce polarizer reflection and remove 

interferences also balancing color and show accurate result 

on optical sources. Filters are also necessary in underwater 

for navy users to enhance submarine communication. This 

technology can be used in 5G wireless communication 

network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In Standard IEEE.802.15.7-11 has establish VLC technology 

for wireless Personal area network and ongoing revision uses 

VLC, LI-Fi, OCC technology to transmit data through 

intensity modulation on optical sources and signal detection 

on optical camera source. 

Standard IEEE 802.15.7-11 this article shows uses 

of visible light for data transmission through intensity 

modulation on light emitting diode but the demerit are 

sometimes is VLC, Li-Fi, OCC technology does not produce 

in reliable signal detection presence of sunlight ant ambient 

light. This flaw is diminish by using optical and color filter 

equipment. 

Visible Light is the media of communication where 

small portion is complete electromagnetic spectrum of the 

system. The wavelength of visible light is 380 nm to 750 nm 

out-off complete electromagnetic spectrum whose range is 

750THz to 428THz .Transmitter and Receiver can 

communicate in between 380nm to 750 nm wavelength of 

visible spectrum 

 
Fig 1. Photo of the spectrum 

In this paper, communication technology of visible 

light source as transmitter to transmit signal in air as 

transmission medium and this signal detected on photodiode 

in optical source as signal receiver using optical and color 

filter. VLC is Ubiquitous Computing because visible light 

available everywhere. Proper use of optical filter solved color 

problem without the use of color camera 

The paper is divided into 6 sections. Section II will 

focus on explaining the principle of optical and color filter 

technique used when signal detection. Section III describe the 

Existing System of issue. Section IV describe how to solve 

using new revision technique. Section V Explaining the 

System of Components working. Section VI Explain the flow 

of working of block diagram of new revision System and 

finally, the Conclusion is given in section VII. 

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPTICAL AND COLOR FILTER 

The important component of Visible Light Communication 

technology is optical and color filter,  

 Optical Filter 

It is dependent on transmission of different wavelength. 

Optical filter are blocked, transmit, reflect and filter out, 

certain wavelength ranges. Opticle filter are coated with 

dielectric thin film coating around the optical glass. Optical 

glass through pass signals are reflected in separate 2 or more 

spectral ranges i.e preferable in underwater for reflection and 

wet road on surface 

Optical filter 

wavelength 
Passing of Wavelength 

Long Pass 

wavelength 

Long pass filter have a cut-on, because 

they transmit wavelength higher than 

certain “on” wavelength. 

Short Pass 

wavelength 

Short pass filter transmit shorter 

wavelength and rejects longer 

wavelength. 

Band pass 

Band of wavelength, its’, may be 

narrowband, blocking both long pass 

wavelength, short pass wavelength 

 Color Filter 

It is absorb one or more frequency of white light and reflect 

absorbing specific frequencies of light. The absorbtion of 

frequency are pass from color filter and high pass filter. Color 

filter absorb certain wavelength of color and transmitted in 

other wavelength. 

This achieve 2 different method: 

 Additve color mixing: filter are saturated combined to 

create different hues. 

Example: Half Saturated Magenta + Full Saturated Cyan 

=>sky blue color 

Full Saturated (Magenta + Cyan+ Sky Blue) => nearly Black 

 Subtracting color mixing: It uses white light Source that 

eliminate certain wavelength through series of filters. 

If CYM color filters remove color from white source 

to reveal CYM wavelength 
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III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In Standard IEEE 802.15.7-11 article shows for transmission 

of signal detection does not use intensity modulation present 

of Ambient light on optical source because, no discrete Upper 

and Lower Sidebands that’s way lack of sufficient coherence 

produce them and not using filter to show accurate, high 

quality image, video and audio on optical source.                                        

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Implementation of LI-Fi, VLC, OCC Revisions technology 

transmit signal in LED of Photodiode 0,1 that signal 

transmitted 1000 (0,1) per sec. Signals are transmit through 

bandpass filter, color and optical filter for filtration. After 

filtration signals detected on optical camera. 

This new technology used in presence of sunlight, 

ambient light and air, it’s also beneficial for underwater, road 

on surface.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2: Applications of Praposed System 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

It uses visible light of the electromagnetic spectrum which 

ranges between 750THz to 428THz. proposed the model of a 

system which uses fast pulses of light to transmit information 

wirelessly and signal received to detect on optical camera, 

which can be used when nearby Ambient light and air.  

Li-Fi is essentially a fast and cheap version of Wi-Fi.  

The components of the proposed system include: 

1) Transmitter (An LED bulb with modulator) 

2) Channel (Air) 

3) Receiver (Optical camera) 

 Transmitter 

The transmitter of the proposed model consists of an LED its 

LiFi technology [Light based communication] that 

transmitting of light signal. Transmit in binary data in form 

of light pulses at faster speed and human perception used 0’s 

and 1’s string formatted data is achieved by modulating 

intensity of light. That modulated light signal is received by 

a photo sensitive detector in optical camera it relies optical 

wireless communication 

 
Fig. 3: Li-Fi Transmitter/LED 

 Channel 

Light is transmitted or pass from any medium is taken as 

channel. Channel through signal will be prorogate in medium 

primarily taken as air and transmit signal in pulse modulation, 

it gets affected by noise and channel attenuation that degrades 

signal strength. 
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Signal transmission of data for communication uses 

such channel are Copper Wires, Optical Wires and Wireless 

Communication Channel. The signal is confined to a local 

area and cannot be intercepted by any unwanted receiver, thus 

providing a secured connection [7]. 

 Receiver 

 
Fig. 4: Optical Camera 

Optical Camera Communication technology developed by 

ITRI Users. Camera functionality embedded in Smart Phone, 

Tabs. OCC has aim to view, capture data from light source 

and Light Emitting diode (LED)-based lighting fixture to 

Optical camera. 

OCC is a pragmatic Version of Visible light 

Communication means Optical camera have Potential to 

receive Visible Light Signal.  

Data rates for OCC technology from transmitting to 

receiving end of ranges 10 b/s to 100 kb/s 

Advantages: 

 Non-interference communication light incoming 

different directions and receive different Pixels upon 

devices 

 High Speed video stream 

 camera can demodulated multiple light Sources that are 

specially separated light sources 

VI. WORKING OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 5: Working of block Diagram 

In this Block Diagram LED is the source of 

transmitter and optical Camera is the receiver. 

Source of LED from flaw of light from fluorescent 

glass of 2 plate that is horizontal and vertical plates from LED 

of photo diode. Data flaw from LED is binary form 0 and 1 

in String like “010101010” this transmit through pulse signal 

in that ON is 1 and OFF is 0. 

 
Signal are Modulated in medium of channel because 

in which Optical power output source of varied accordance. 

In intensity modulation there are no discrete Upper and 

Lower sideband however, the output of optical source does 

not have spectral width. Modulating signal are baseband 

signal and information bearing signal 

This Signal are Resonated using Resonator to 

control the frequency of Spectrum, and wavelength of wave. 

After bandpass filter and color filter technique is use for 

destroy air, noise of attenuation. Then this optical and color 

filter are filtering means color subtraction and color addition 

technique using filter out the image, video, audio. 

After demodulation is performed convert the analog 

signal to optical signal, that signal are detected on optical 

cameras. Depend upon the video and audio number of frames 

are created to display quality video, audio on optical camera 

and pixel positioned set for clarity basis on optical camera in 

photo diode. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

VLC, OCC, LIFI is a suitable technology for the future as it 

provides power efficiency, higher bandwidth, increased data 

rate and more security. The success of the new revision 

system in Filtering of optical and color filter are destroy the 

interference, increase the luminance and thus to decrease the 

noise, which in turn improves the resolution and acutance of 

image quality. In block diagram of VLC can be made with the 

very basic material. Based on the System can be concluded In 

presence of Sunlight and Ambient light the image, video, 

audio display on optical camera in maximizing contrast, 

reducing interfering light and filters to help reduce glare, 

remove saturation, balance color so this system useful in 

Underwater and indoor.  
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